Treatment Menu
Facials

The Odette Facial

55 Minutes £55.00
30 Mins £30.00

Our one and only facial.
The Odette is perfectly bespoke to each of our clients skin. You can choose what you would like to try or let our amazing beauty therapists take a look and create one for you.

Using brands such as Bee Good, Ren, Murad, Balance Me, AEOS, This Works etc.
The Odette Teen Facial

55 Minutes £48.00
30 Mins £30.00

Perfect for those whose skin needs a bit of TLC but nothing too extreme. Under 18’s only.

Using brands such as Bee Good, Ren, Murad, Balance Me, AEOS, This Works etc.
The Odette Man Facial

55 Minutes £50.00

Bespoke and created just for you! An extraction is always included and a facial massage to calm the skin and also to hydrate.

Using brands such as Bee Good, Ren, Murad, Balance Me, AEOS, This Works etc.
Caudalie Facials

Premier Cru
£80 (55 Minutes)
The ULTIMATE in Anti-Aging Facial. Using their high end products Caudalie have created an incredibly effective facial. Including a optional Micro Needleling for extra penetration. Please let your beautician know of any health issues before booking.

Resveratrol Lift Facial
£60 (55 Minutes)
A potent firming & Anti-wrinkle facial. Perfect for those who feel they lack vitality and firmness. Includes a warming mask and a massage of the contours of the face.

Vinopoerfect Radiance Facial
£55 (55 Minutes)
If you would like a radiance bookst this is perfect! A deep action peeling mask brightens the complexion and leaves you glowing!
Caudalie Facials

VineActiv Facial
£55 (55 Minutes)
A high does of energy & vitamins to your skin! Helps detox your skin from the effects of stress, pollution and a busy lifestyle. Deep cleanse, exfoliation helps eliminate impurities and leaves you looking refreshed.

Vinosource Anti-Oxident Hydrating Facial
£50 (55 Minutes)
Perfect to soothe and moisturise skin. It is very gentle and good for those who have young or senstivie skin. Uses a mask to restore hydration levels and leaves your skin healthy and glowing.

Vinopure
£55 (55 Minutes)
For breakout prone skin. The facial soothes and cools, using products based on Salicylic Acid to prevent breakouts and to create a more even skin tone.
Body Treatments

Full Body Pamper Massage
£55 (55 Minutes)
Using essential oils that compliment your mood, this full body massage is the ultimate luxury.

Half Body Massage-Back, Neck & Shoulders
£35 (30 Mins)
Focusing only on the top half of the body. Great for those who suffer from back or shoulder pain as it gives our therapist more time to focus on those areas.

Ayurvedic Massage
£60 (55 Minutes)
This massage is the perfect treatment for those who need to relax. It is anti-stress and anti-anxiety and is soft on the body. If you want to drift away in the ultimate relaxing way then this is the massage for you.
Body Treatments

Back Facial
£50 (55 Minutes)
Great for those who have issues with spots on their back from exercise or body acne. It works exactly like a normal facial with a steam, mask, extraction and a massage. It is extremely effective and you will see a difference in only a few sessions.

Hydrating Body Scrub & Massage
£55 (55 Minutes)
Using either a Ren or Caudalie (depending on skin type) body scrub we remove all the dead skin from the body and encourage the blood flow to create a smooth silky base. We then finish using our oil to hydrate the skin. A incredibly luxurious treatment!
P.S please be aware that we do not have a shower on site but we do use warm towels to remove the scrub.
Lashes

Lash Lift & Tint (45 minutes) with Elise
£50

If you don’t want to use actual lash extensions this is the perfect middle ground. We curl your lashes and tint them darker so that they look thicker and longer. They also don’t damage your lashes which is a big plus.

Classic Lash Extensions (2 Hours) with Elise
£60

We use cruelty free synthetic lashes to create a natural or dramatic set of lashes. It is fiddly work which is why it takes so long, however the results are amazing! Great for if you need them for a few weeks for a celebration or over a longer period of time.

Please note: that you will need a patch test using the glue minimum of 24 hours before. We will not put lashes on if this hasn’t been done. This is for your safety.
Lashes

Classic Lash Extension Infills (45 Mins) with Elise
£25

After a few weeks you can have a top up of lashes. This is recommended if you wish to have them looking fresh.

Please note: we will not perform infills on lashes that have been put on elsewhere, mainly because they may use different lashes and glue and they may not look the best.

Removal of Classic Lash Extensions (10 mins)
Free

If we have put the lashes on we will take them off, simple as that. We will not remove lashes that have been put on elsewhere, we are sorry for the inconvenience but it is for the hygiene and safety of your eyes.
Body Treatments

Anti-Cellulite Massage (1 Hour) with Mariangela
£55 for one session / £250 for 5 sessions

This is our only treatment where we offer a package deal. This is because although one is good if you wish to try it is only effective if you continue with the treatment. It isn't for the feint hearted and due to its effectiveness it can be quite painful! However we believe the results are worth it :)

Luxurious Candle Massage (1 Hour) with Mariangela
£60

Using a candle we warm up the wax and use the candle wax as oil to softly massage it into your skin. It is beyond calming and relaxing and for those who are looking for the ultimate pampering experience!
Nails

Luxe Manicure £25
Luxe Pedicure £30
Luxe Manicure & Pedicure £50
Just Polish £10
File & Polish £20
Foot Scrub £15

Shellac Manicure £30
Shellac Pedicure £35
Shellac Manicure & Pedicure £55
Shellac Removal £10

We do not charge for removal if we have put the shellac on. However if you have had it done at another salon we will need to charge the £10.
Waxing

Hot Wax & Strip Wax Available

Hollywood/Brazillian £25
Bikini Line £18
High Bikini £20
Half Arm/Half Leg £15
Full Arm/Full Leg £25

Half Leg & Bikini £30
Full Leg & Bikini £35
Lip or Chin £5
Lip & Chin £10
Underarm £10
Stomach £10
For Men

Odette Man Facial
£50 (55 Minutes)

The Ultimate Odette Man
£75 (90 Mins)
30 Minute Massage & 1 Hour facial. Great for those who travel a lot or suffer from back problems and stress.

Man-icure/Pedicure
£20 (30 Mins)

Chest, Back & Shoulders Wax
£35
**Spray Tanning**

Vita Liberata  
Light, Medium or Dark  
£30

Vita Liberata’s tan is the best out there! It develops as a dark tan rather then a orangey greeny colour, meaning you can leave the house after you have had it done! You are also able to put clothes back on after and it doesn’t streak. Takes 7-9 hours to develop and can last up to a week.
LED Mask Treatment

LED Treatment

£45 (45 Minutes)

Starting with a deep cleanse and then the LED mask is used for 20-30 minutes (clients choice). Colours are shown below for each skin type:

RED- Anti-aging, rosacea, hydration, skin damage and pigmentation.
BLUE - Acne, spot prone skin, anti-bacterial.
PURPLE-Mixture of both, gives a healthy glow to the skin, post botox or filler, scar healing.

Can be used alongside a facial for £1 per minute.
If you would like to discuss your skin or a specific treatment please feel free to call us and discuss over the phone or pop in store so we can have a look and meet you face to face. We want you to be comfortable no matter what the treatment!

Click to call: 02084406809
Click to email: info@odettebeauty.co.uk

218 High Street
Barnet
Herts
EN5 5SZ
@odettebeautyldn